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A new study has found that United States would face intensifying nitrogen and phosphorus pollution and increasing irrigation water usage in agricultural production as a result of persistent US-China
new study analyzes global environmental consequences of weakening US-China trade relationship
There are structural reasons people are swayed by anti-vaccine propaganda. Sneering at the unvaccinated won’t solve them.

don’t call it a pandemic of the stupid
Should we wear masks? If so, when and where should we wear them? Let’s start with “why.” Why should we wear masks at all? The simple answer is that masks are very effective at preventing COVID-19

health in a minute: to mask or not to mask: the science of how masking works, and why you should wear one
Rich Sorkin runs a "climate risk startup" that helps businesses prepare for the coming climate crisis tipping point. Are you and your firm prepared?

adapt or die: preparing for the next phase of climate crisis
We all know that financial data is among the most personal and sensitive information you can have on an individual. This is why the rules governing Open Banking were painstakingly crafted to ensure

the data ethics of open banking
US tort law, cloaked behind increased judicial review of science, is changing before our eyes yet we cannot see it. While Supreme Court decisions have altered how courts review scientific testimony,

science, law, and the possibility of justice
Information was also collected on three possible "resilience factors", which are assumed to protect against mental consequences of stress: social support, religiosity, and sense of coherence.

study discusses psychological consequences of covid on healthcare
Diaz, R. J. & Rosenberg, R. Spreading dead zones
and consequences for marine ecosystems.
Harmful algal blooms: an emerging public health
problem with

eutrophication: causes, consequences, and
controls in aquatic ecosystems
As the impacts of climate change increasingly
upend our everyday lives — mudslides closing
our roads, poor air quality impairing our health,
hotter days fueling ever-larger wildfires and
raising

grieving over climate change? colorado
experts offer hope amidst the haze
From now to COP26 in November journalists
should focus especially on climate justice and
climate solutions—and we should play the story
so much bigger.

coverage of the “code red” climate report
was good. here’s how to sustain it.
Biocriminology and the Adjudication of Criminal
Responsibility: Is There a Consensus Among

Scientists' Verdicts? - Full Text View.

biocriminology and the adjudication of
criminal responsibility: is there a consensus
among scientists' verdicts?
By investigating the interrelated consequences of
climate change on wildlife and human human
demography, political science, public policy,
history, and economics. Although the impact of climate

human-wildlife conflict under climate
change
On July 29, a Russian Proton rocket blasted off
from Baikonur spaceport in Kazakhstan, a new
science lab attached to its top. The long overdue
Nauka lab—that’s Russian for “science

inside the dangerous consequences of
russia’s space screwups
While most of us, colloquially, use the term
theory synonymously with a word like idea,
hypothesis, or guess, you have a much higher bar
to clear when it comes to science. At the very
least, your

don’t let string theory ruin the perfectly good science of physical cosmology
The window for decisive action to avoid the worst consequences is still open the director of science and policy at the Union of Concerned Scientists and a lead author of a past IPCC report.

climate change has reached an unprecedented level, with little time to act, a stark new un report finds
The cost and consequences of not slashing Ireland’s emissions are “beyond compare”, the country’s environment minister has warned. Eamon Ryan said the science on climate change is

consequences of failing to reduce ireland’s emissions are ‘beyond compare’
For unions, the mask flip-flop was the 2nd time that “guidance” from the CDC would have catastrophic consequences

unions warned the cdc’s mask rollback would have consequences. they were right
We learned in our previous episode about the very real consequences that extreme heat to extreme heat apart from in the world of sports science. In the second part of our discussion, as

how does the human body cope with extreme heat? (part two) - podcast
For all the talk of “following the science”, No 10’s use of scientific enable politicians to deny responsibility for the consequences of their own inaction. If, as the head of NHS

the british government’s covid strategy was never designed to manage the virus
and they have consequences for election outcomes. This book deftly combines historical and modern statistical analysis that will be of great interest to both the academic researchers, students of

the politics of ballot design
The infrastructure bill being debated in Congress
looks like a small but genuine down payment on a more climate-friendly transportation sector and electric power grid. What comes next is crucial.

**Climate change is an infrastructure problem - map of electric vehicle chargers shows one reason why**
And the consequences can be felt across the globe is the most comprehensive summary to date of the physical science of climate change. It will be a focal point when diplomats gather in a hotter future is certain, climate panel warns. but how hot is up to us.

**How do we decipher Egyptian hieroglyphics and other ancient languages?** Carnarvon had been financing the search for and excavation of Tutankhamun's tomb. When Howard Carter found the tomb in November

**Is the ancient Egyptian 'mummy's curse' real?**
Information was also collected on three possible "resilience factors," which are assumed to protect against mental consequences of stress: social support, religiosity, and sense of coherence.

**Psychological consequences of COVID-19 in health care**
or science, technology, engineering and math, will help them to fully harness that ability and drive. Here in Texas, we are facing consequences of severe weather impacting our power grid

**People in underserved communities innovate every day, and science should harness that ingenuity**
These childhood injuries can have long-term consequences, potentially leading to adulthood degenerative conditions, like arthritis, at the site of the old injury, Matzkin says: "We can get them young athletes are training too early, too hard, and with too little variety

**Paul Krugman writes that the irresponsible minority is depriving the rest of us of life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness.**
paul krugman: the quiet rage of the responsible in a pandemic
Inundated roadways like this one in Virginia are among the consequences of such floods who directs NASA’s Sea Level Change science team. “As the first data-delivery partnership between the IPCC

nasa, international panel provide a new window on rising seas
We review how climate change will alter PSFs and their potential consequences for ecosystem functioning. Climate change influences PSFs through the performance of interacting species and altered

climate change effects on plant-soil feedbacks and consequences for biodiversity and functioning of terrestrial ecosystems
economic and social consequences that threaten both human security and international stability. Mayesha Alam, who holds a PhD in political science from Yale University, is senior adviser for

the pandemic has reshaped conflicts around the world. here’s what got worse.
Neither science, the CDC, nor the state requires but we act as if it is, with consequences for our lives, mental health, education, commerce, and more. Even for our stray dogs.

it’s not just about the masks
"The Bias Inside Us" is a community engagement project from the Smithsonian Institution Traveling Exhibition Service. The traveling exhibition examines the science and consequences of implicit bias.

science center of iowa hosts exhibit on implicit bias
Debora Irene Christine is a researcher for the Smart Citizens Cyber Resilience project at the United Nations University Institute in Macau funded by the Science and Technology Development Fund of

improving cybersecurity means
understanding how cyberattacks affect both governments and civilians
But there are also consequences for our choices we need to stop bending over backward to appease those who are ignoring science, common sense and their civic responsibilities.

how covid vaccine incentives failed america
A new review paper looks at the use of nanoparticles in the treatment of respiratory illness. The respiratory tract is frequently exposed to elements in the atmosphere like bacteria, viruses, and even nanotechnology could assist in the treatment of respiratory tract infections
The science of underwater swimming: How staying submerged gives Olympians the winning edge by Anthony Blazevich, The Conversation

the science of underwater swimming: how staying submerged gives olympians the winning edge
Today's column is written by Jed Hartman, US President, Channel Factory. The evolution of digital media has unleashed a number of unintended negative consequences. Just to rattle off a few examples:

the unintended consequences of brand safety
Scientific evidence in new U.N. report stresses that climate change is now unprecedented and unavoidable with new research enabling smarter decision-making.

u.n. climate change report affirms value of american climate science—and the need to double down
In the immediate aftermath of Max Verstappen's huge accident in the British GP, the first concern of his Red Bull Racing Formula 1 team was of course for the Dutchman's wellbeing. Once it was the hidden consequences of verstappen's british gp crash
“But it's up to specialists to assess how we have stressed the station and what the consequences
Thrusters on Russia’s Nauka laboratory module fired shortly after the module arrived. Why did the space station briefly lose control? Engineers will investigate.

Fear of the Shot - Accepting the vaccine means rejecting their whole political orientation about fake science and fake news and Trump love.

fear of the shot
A year of (some) physicians behaving badly. The reason was simple. The COVID-19 pandemic, which first hit Wuhan, China in December 2019, was d